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September 22, 2008

Comments to the Olympia City Council
Re: The Urban Waterfront Rezone and Height Amendment Proposal (Chapter 7 of the
2008 Comprehensive Plan Amendment Process)
From: Thad Curtz - as an individual, and as a member of Friends of the Waterfront

Part 2 of 2 – Supplemental Views Analysis

Clearly, the ways that the rezone would affect the public’s views are at the heart of the
widespread opposition to Triway’s request for amendments to the City’s Comprehensive
Plan, its Shoreline Master Program and the zoning on the isthmus.

Views of the water from the shore and of the shore from the water are protected under
various provisions of the Shorelines Management Act and the Shoreline Master Program,
on which most discussion of the legal issues to date has centered. (Staff’s position that
the views from the Capitol Campus are not identified as protected views in the city’s
Environmental Overlay and Scenic Vistas/Critical Areas map [and are therefore not
discussed in the Final EIS section on Views from Public Rights-of-Way and Public Open
Space] is solely a result of the fact that the maps were created based on data collected in
the mid-80s and that the city still has not updated them in a timely way to reflect the
dramatic changes in public access to the view produced by the clearing of the hillside, the
creation of the trail, and the city’s and state’s investments in parks below. [See Joanne
Koening’s September 19, 2008 letter to Council.] When the Environmental Overlay map
was created, the hillside was heavily forested, and there was basically no access to the
views for the public from what was nothing but the back parking lot of the Temple of
Justice, except a small peek-a-boo by the greenhouse; the Critical Vistas map simply
carried the data from the mid-80’s forward, with no additional research by staff. It seems
unreasonable that so much has been different on the ground for almost ten years, since
the GA constructed the temporary switchback trail down the hill in 1997, that nothing has
changed in those particular maps, and that solely as a result what are obviously among
the most important views in the city to the general public haven’t been categorized as
such in staff’s responses to questions about this issue from Planning Commissioner
Taylor before his vote on the rezone, or in the EIS.)

In addition, views of the Capitol’s buildings from the city as well as views from the
Capitol Campus of the city and the vistas are protected under the State Environmental
Policy Act. That act declares that it’s the:

continuing responsibility of … all agencies of the state to use all practicable
means, consistent with other essential considerations of state policy, to improve
and coordinate plans, functions, programs and resources to the end that the state
and its citizens may:

a) Fulfill the responsibility of each generation as trustee of the environment for
succeeding generations [including the “built environment”];
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b) Assure for all people of Washington … aesthetically and culturally pleasing
surroundings;

d) Preserve important historic, cultural and natural aspects of our national
heritage; [and,]

f) Achieve a balance between population and resource use which will permit …
a wide sharing of life’s amenities; (RCW43.21C020)

Items “a” and “b” speak particularly to the concerns expressed by all the living ex-
governors in their statement opposing the re-zone. They spoke as representatives of “all
people of Washington” – on behalf of the previous generations who designed and created
the Capitol Campus on this site, facing this vista, as a legacy for “succeeding
generations;” on behalf of the thousands and thousands of visitors from around the state
who enjoy the views each year; and on behalf of future generations for whom it should
continue to be preserved and enhanced rather than damaged. Item “d” is particularly
relevant to the “historic, cultural and natural” significance of the views of the dome from
the city and the city from the dome – quite apart from the hotly disputed exact details of
White and Wilder’s plans. (I discussed the “historical and cultural aspects” of the views
at some length in my Planning Commission testimony, which I’m including for your
convenience as Appendix 1 here.) The ongoing disagreements about “smart growth” and
the need to sacrifice amenities to achieve it certainly involve trying to strike an
appropriate “balance between population and resource use.” However, transforming the
most spectacular view in the city from something shared by everyone in town who cares
to walk or drive up the hill, by everyone who works on the Capitol Campus, and by
thousands and thousands of visitors each year into the private property of 141
millionaire’s households is the direct opposite of “a wide sharing of life’s amenities.”

It’s hard to argue that siting this project on this spot is “essential” to the state’s and city’s
interest in managing growth when the city’s own studies say there are a wide variety of
other highly suitable locations for housing downtown. Some earlier studies done for the
city and appealed to by supporters of the rezone have recommended a high-end project on
a prime site as a way to help encourage subsequent housing downtown, but the market
analysis Triway submitted is based on more recent efforts to actually follow
recommendations like these, in particular the fairly dramatic market failures of beginning
with luxury waterfront projects in Bremerton and in Tacoma, and strongly advises against
this as a way to build momentum for downtown housing:

The goal is to build smaller units that will keep the price down for the buyer....
Do not lead off with the waterfront project.... begin with a more affordable
project that will sell quicker, as there will be greater market depth. Once the
“buzz” and momentum has begun, the possibility of obtaining higher prices for a
waterfront project will be more feasible. If you lead with a high-end project
without a baseline established, you risk leaving money on the table, or uncertain
buyers and appraisers.... Don't make the mistake Tacoma did, targeting all of
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one buyer profile, or Bremerton by only bringing high-end waterfront
condominiums to the market.

(Application - Section 9, p. 49)

(Let me just repeat in passing, since my morning paper’s dedicated to a $700 billion
dollar bailout of the finance markets triggered by a speculative bubble in the residential
housing market, that I think it would be a terrible idea for the Council to act on this
proposal with insisting on an updated account of its economic feasibility…)

Triway presented an extensive views analysis in support of its request; the record before
the Council also includes visualizations and discussion of the views from staff.
Unfortunately, so far, the handing of views issues in this process has been inadequate,
both procedurally and substantively. I’d like to comment on these problems, individually
and as a member of Friends of the Waterfront.

I would have preferred to address them by appealing the Final EIS to the Hearings
Examiner and inquired pretty assiduously about how to do this (and particularly about the
appeal deadline) beginning on the day that the Final EIS was issued, August 28. (It didn’t
contain the statement about how to appeal it which I think was legally required.) As time
went by, I explicitly asked staff to be informed of the appeal deadline as soon as possible,
even if answers to my other questions weren’t yet available. However, even though it
eventually turned out that the same people in the Planning Department had dealt with
such an appeal (for the first time) just last year, the department was not able to inform me
of the deadline (or answer my other procedural questions about how to appeal) until
Monday the 8th, when I discovered that I only had three days left. Though I tried hard,
that wasn’t long enough, so I’m reduced to pointing problems out to you directly rather
than trying to get them fixed in the EIS.

This is a rezone application. As such, it’s about changing the rules governing any projects
on the parcels involved, not about proposals for a particular project. In fact, the city’s
application form for Comprehensive Plan Amendments specifically says, in bold type at
the beginning of the section on Required Attachments (Section 4 of Triway’s
application), “Development plans for actual projects are not reviewed as part of this
Comprehensive Plan amendment process and should not be included with this
application.” In spite of this, Triway was allowed to submit a large format 35 page view
analysis full of detailed visualizations of the detailed design for Larida Passage, a two
block project that they are under no obligation to construct. (In fact, the drawings Triway
published in The Olympian, labeled “Phase One” and “Phase Two” strongly suggest they
intend to build one building first; if it goes badly, there may be a completely different
building from a different developer on the other block. There’s no indication of that in the
visualizations or the EIS.)

All visualizations powerfully affect viewers’ impressions of the effects of a project, and
these are artfully manipulated to make the project feel less intrusive and more attractive
in a number of ways. (Some of them are analyzed and critiqued on pages 12 seq. of my
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June 28 Comments to the Planning Commission (“Re: The Urban Waterfront Housing
Amendment Proposal,” which are included for your convenience here as Appendix 2.)

Triway follows the before and after comparisons in this section of their application with a
discussion of the changes. Basically, what's wrong with these comments on the photos is
that no matter how often and how energetically you repeat the claim that a turkey is really
a swan, it still looks exactly like a turkey. It doesn't seem worth the time to go through
this section comparison by comparison, but I'll illustrate with a few more or less random
examples:

[Each Photo paragraph refers to a pair of comparison photos with the same numbers in
the bottom right corner of the pages.]

Photo 3 - These before and after views from Grass Park trade looking at a wooded
hillside in the distance for a closer view of a line of three big buildings lined up in
marching order, bristling with balconies. In addition to being wrong, the claim that this
"will not detract from scenic views" but "rather will help to soften the appearance of the
existing Capitol Center building" ignores how perception functions - when one's focused
on the view of the trees and skyline in the distance, the big building there now is in one's
peripheral vision, and one's barely aware of it.

Photo 4 - "The Capitol Center Building ... towers over others on the Isthmus ... Because
of this it seems an anomaly.” [Actually, it seems an "anomaly" because it hulks in the
middle of a view that people yearn to see completely, rather than interrupted by a big tall
building.] “The addition of buildings of a lesser height, decreasing in height away from
the Capitol Center building, will lessen the visual impact of this structure." It's hard to
take this claim seriously in looking at, say, Comparison 9 or Comparison 10 or
Comparison 13. More or less tripling the amount of stuff lined up or piled up in the
middle of one's focus quite naturally triples its impact on your visual experience.

Photo 7 - "A well-designed building becomes integral to the view." On this claim, for
example, the trouble with the Capitol Center building isn't that it's a hulking 120 feet in
the middle of the view and completely out of scale with the narrow strip of land it’s on,
it's just that it wasn't "well-designed." (Here, actually, an essential part of being “a well-
designed building that becomes integral to the view” might involve being twenty-five feet
tall - nobody minds the remaining buildings in a photo of this area from which you’ve
removed the tower; most people actually assume that the other buildings are gone too,
unless you point them out.)
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In fact, this claim about "design" solving the problem is precisely what the Shorelines
Hearing Board categorically rejected in discussing the 70 foot building proposed for the
Bayview property in Sato, where they concluded:

The aesthetic impact of the proposed six story building on the narrow isthmus
between downtown and west Olympia simply cannot be avoided by changing
the exterior appearance from glass to, say, olive drab. The shoreline view would
still be impaired. See Finding of Fact XIII. A more appropriate structure would
be lower in height, but that is not what is being proposed.

(And that footprint for that proposed building would only have occupied 17% of the land
involved, rather than extending from sidewalk to sidewalk over two blocks.)

One indication of the power of visualizations in this process was Triway’s effort to
control them. In fact, staff altered the visualizations in response to applicant’s complaints,
but wasn’t equally and fairly responsive to requests for changes from opponents; in
consequence, the staff’s professional authority is being lent to a presentation of the
effects of the rezone on the views which is skewed and tends to minimize the losses to
the public involved.

Staff hired a consultant (MIG of Berkeley, CA) to facilitate the first public meeting on
the request; MIG presented visualizations prepared according to their standard procedures
(and properly showing only the building envelopes, not detailed renderings of a particular
project.) The public’s reaction to the visualizations was highly negative. According to
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The Olympian’s coverage (March 23, 2008): “During the overview, which included
showing pictures of what the area could look like with taller buildings, many in the
audience hissed and booed.”

Triway reacted by complaining bitterly to city staff (see Jeanette Hawkins’s April 4 email
and June 3rd letter to the city.) Staff then reworked the visualizations, obligingly changing
the color from yellow to a mirror surfaced semi-transparent blue which made the
buildings seem almost like extensions of the sky and the water in the surrounding
environment, or buildings wrapped and transformed into art by Christo. However, when
the State Capitol Campus Design Committee wrote a letter to staff unanimously opposing
the rezone, and suggesting that the city’s visualizations should be made more realistic by
adding a reasonable representation of the equipment sheds which would certainly be on
the roof of each building and can legally be up to an additional 18 feet high, staff left the
images unchanged. (Even a minimal shed of 10 feet would add 11% to the height of a 90
foot building and 15% to the height of one 65 feet tall.) I urged the same change in my
comments on the draft EIS and made a number of other specific requests about making
the representations fairer and more accurate before the final version was passed on to the
Council. Nothing was done about those.

This differential treatment of requests for changes in the representation of the views
which are being submitted to Council as part of the basis for their decision was an
inequitable and unfair procedure. It’s resulted in Council getting ready to make the
decision on the basis of a presentation of the effects which isn’t an adequate
representation of how the views will be changed.

2. The representation of the building envelopes in the “Option 1. No Action” section of
the Final EIS is fundamentally flawed, because it shows the actual building sitting there
in the view, as if it were permanent, rather than showing the envelope for its actual
current zoning. The zoning change is what’s before the Council; the current zoning
envelope is what’s shown for all the other parcels – including the other parcels that
currently have structures on them. The zoning for the parcels on which the Capitol Center
buildings sit should be treated in the same way, rather than given this preferential status.

That image (and the similar ones from other viewpoints in the following comparisons of
options being presented to the Council, shouldn’t look like this:
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They should look like this:

(I’ve guessed at how to replace the skyline in the distance behind the erased building and
it’s still a bit too tall, so it’s not an exact representation of the precise change in the view,
but the details aren’t my point here.)

In a situation like this one, governed by the Shorelines Management Act and other
legislation under which decision makers are supposed to consider the long-term
cumulative impacts of their decisions, this proper representation of the zoning situation is
critical. It makes it visually clear that one of the long-term consequences of what’s
labeled “Option 1. No action” will in fact be a dramatic alteration of the principal views
at issue for the public.

Sooner or later, the “mistake on the lake” will reach the end of its viable life as a
building. At that point, if the zoning has been changed as is proposed, it will be replaced
by a new 90 foot building (plus up to 18 feet of sheds). If the current zoning is left intact,
the owner will have the right to put up a 35 foot building at that point, leading to a very
substantial enhancement of the public’s enjoyment of the view. In the long run, the
Council’s decision on the zoning of this parcel will have nearly as much effect on the
feasibility of eventually restoring this view to its intended historical (pre-1965) status as
its decision on the zoning of Triway’s parcel does.
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The differential handling of this issue in the EIS presents the Council with visual
representations of the options which tend to bias their judgments in favor of the owners
of the Capitol Center building, by presenting that building’s height as a given, rather than
something sitting on land whose current value does not include the right to construct a
replacement anything like that in the future. It also tends to bias the viewer in favor of
Triway’s request, by presenting the current high-rise as a permanent fact, in the light of
which other tall buildings there wouldn’t be that much of a change.When it (and it’s
potential future replacement) are seen in relation to the appropriate representation of the
actual current zoning they’re seen as the dramatic alterations discrepancies they are.

3. Omissions of the other gaps which will be produced by the present zoning in
combination with current requirements for surface parking and shorelines regulations
requirements.

(See the discussion below.) Let me just note here that the parking (and the consequent
view corridor) required by the design of the proposed Capital Shores Office Complex
seems to be shown on the west side of the building, but that the analogous space created
by the parking on the west side, including what used to be Yashiro Street, doesn’t seem to
be shown. (As I argue later, very significant similar open spaces with accompanying
access to views will be created in this area in the same way as future projects are
developed under the current regulations, and should be indicated somehow in the
visualizations if they’re to give Council a reasonable basis for imagining the long-terms
effects of leaving the zoning of this area at 35 feet.)

4. The building envelope shown for the Image Source parcel seems to be drawn with its
frontage on 5th somewhat wider relative to the other frontages on 5th than it actually is,
making it block the view somewhat more than it actually would if the zoning were left
alone, particularly since some of that area would have to be left free for surface parking.

Omission of significant views from the water

The Final SEIS presents four images of views from the water – three taken in the same
line of sight, from a point at which the proposed rezone will have no effect on the view of
the dome, and one taken somewhat farther west, from a point at which the dome is
currently partially blocked by mooring sheds.
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(Pages 7-7 & 7-8 Draft SEIS)

No images from the many spots on Budd Inlet from which boaters’ views would be
completely obscured or significantly impaired are included – thus creating a very strong
impression that buildings in the rezone envelopes (and Triway’s project in particular,)
would involve no visual losses for them, or for visitors enjoying the views from the
commercial boat tours of the harbor. See, in contrast, the photo submitted to staff as an
example of what was needed:
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What follows is the same photo with the 90 foot height of the taller portion of the
requested rezone indicated. The green line shows the height of an additional 12 feet for
the equipment sheds’ allowance. (In fact, this area might legally be half again as high,
since the law allows up to 18 feet.) The software I have available doesn’t allow me to
indicate exactly how far to the west the rezone’s envelope would extend when viewed
from this particular point, and at some point in this arc the step-down to 65 feet would
somewhat improve things, but it’s clear that the view of the dome from the water would
be essentially blocked at the 90 foot level and above (whereever the sheds were) over a
significant arc between the staff’s photos and this one. (See the Photo 4 Comparison’s in
Triway’s Views Analysis – Section 11 of the application.)
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In spite of objections to this defect in the Draft SEIS (see my June 28, 2008 testimony to
the Planning Commission)1 and of the submission to the staff of a sample image for
inclusion to provide some visual representation of the losses to views involved, staff
made no change in the Final EIS. Staff’s only justification for the refusal to correct this
inadequacy in what’s being presented to Council to inform its decision was that
“Photographs from the boat were taken in the westernmost part of the channel in Budd
Inlet that can safely accommodate boats.” (From their Response to item 21 in Table 5 for
Volume 2 of the Final SEIS – hereafter “UH-W Response Table.”)

This is clearly factually incorrect, since the photo I submitted as a possible alternative
shows quite sizeable boats docked in their usual places at the marina, directly in front and
significantly to the west of the photographer. (In fact, the bottom left photograph above
clearly shows a sizeable sailboat moored in the harbor, considerably west of that photo’s
line of site.)

Furthermore, it’s not the appropriate legal criteria, since the protection of views under the
Shorelines Management Act and SEPA extends to the “navigable waters of the state,”
and certainly also includes views enjoyed by people in small craft, canoes, kayaks, etc. as
well as those fortunate enough to own a sizeable sailboat with considerable draft like that
one at anchor.

(Taller buildings in the two eastern parcels of the requested rezone – on the DaNang and
Traditions parcels - would also block views of the dome from the water from the water
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west of the line of sight shown in the staff’s photos, as well as portions of Percival
Landing and the sidewalks in the vicinity of the Kissing Statue.)

Omission of pedestrians’ and motorists’ views

Of course, there's also deep opposition to higher buildings on the isthmus because of the
pleasure that people walking and driving and riding buses take in the beauty of the views
and the experience of being in the park and on the isthmus. But the "views" which people
are concerned about losing are not just the spectacular vistas on which most discussion
has centered. In Olympia, where the winters make people feel particularly confined and
constrained without views, a sense of space and openness matters more than it does in
many places. The sense of sky, the glimpses of masts and water close on both sides of the
peninsula, and being able to look up and around at the treed skyline of the hills that
define this river valley are all important parts of people's pleasure in walking in this area
of town, and will be significantly damaged by big buildings there.

They will be damaged significantly more by the rezone (along with explicitly listed views
of the Capitol and the water) than by building under the current zoning,. Although one
recurring note in this discussion has been that the area is zoned to 35 feet, under the
current zoning and the other relevant regulations it’s completely unfeasible to build these
blocks out from sidewalk to sidewalk at 35 feet. City code requires commercial space
downtown to provide 3.5 parking spaces per 1,000 sq ft, and we’ve been told repeatedly
by project supporters that it’s economically impossible to provide enough structured
parking for that requirement in a three story building. (We’ve also been told repeatedly
that three story housing is not economically feasible on this land because of the housing
parking requirements, among other things.) Furthermore, the legal requirements for the
protection of public views would lead to the orientation of building footprints on the lots
in ways that maximized the views preserved through these open spaces, as they have in
producing the final design of the Capitol Shores project. (More than 60% building
coverage between Simmons St. and the water to the east between the bridge and the dam
is also apparently prohibited by the current UW zoning.)

The net result is that a very substantial portion of these parcels would be dedicated to
surface parking if they were developed under the current zoning. Thus, the current zoning
would leave a substantial number of the views that pedestrians and passengers in vehicles
currently enjoy untouched, whereas the rezone and Triway’s proposed project would
obliterate them.

One can see the difference simply by examining the design for the office building Triway
has repeatedly said it will go ahead and construct on one of the blocks it owns if the
rezone isn’t granted. It’s reasonable to assume that the designer squeezed as much
building onto this valuable land as the law would allow, but the building coverage is still
only 60% of the approximately 1.5 acre site. [These and the following details come from
the Hearing Examiner’s Findings of Fact in Case 99-3285 (Capital Shores Office
Complex – Request for Shoreline Permit and Land Use Approval and/or the planning
department’s files on the proposal.] The rest of the land is primarily dedicated to parking
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requirements that couldn’t be met in the building, and continues to allow pedestrians,
passengers looking out the windows of cars and buses, and people in the parking lots to
enjoy various views.

It’s clear on the record that the requirements of other applicable regulations about
minimizing the damage to views led to a long narrow north/south building, on the
footprint of the old Health Department building currently on the site. Here’s an aerial
view.

It seems eminently reasonable to expect that if current zoning and regulations remain in
effect, any new construction on the land between 4th and 5th to the east of this project will
be constrained in the same way and designed in the same way, to maximize views for
motorists and pedestrians. Thus, views of Capitol Lake and the Dome will continue be
available from the surface parking lots of similar buildings to the east of this one in the
rezone (and over those lots - from 4th Avenue and areas north of 4th). Some 40% of the
buildable land will be left open to provide required parking, and building will be oriented
to maximize those views. (This definitely isn’t true of the buildings on those lots now, so
leaving the zoning in place is extremely likely to produce cumulative improvements in
the public’s enjoyment of potential views through significant increases in north/south
views over lots.)

The views of the sea, sky, lake, park, dome, and distant hills over cars (or over an empty
parking lot at off hours or during the weekend, when people are likeliest to be walking in
the area) are certainly not as enjoyable as seeing those views over grass or gardens would
be. However, they allow viewers much more enjoyment of what they value in the
“historic, cultural and natural” aspects of this part of the city than looking at the walls of
buildings occupying an entire block from sidewalk to sidewalk would.
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Since the footprint of the proposed Capitol Shores building is exactly the same as the
footprint of the old building now on the site, but taller, and since it seems a reasonable
example of what the current zoning actually makes possible, it’s easy to see examples of
the sorts of pedestrians’ and motorists’ views that would be lost.

1. Views of the water south of the bridge (which I think is officially called the Deschutes
Waterway) as well as lake views and dome views from the parking lot of the County
Health Department Building, which would continue to be the western parking lot of the
proposed Capitol Shores office project, but would be completely inside Triway’s
proposed project (or other tall projects under the new zoning).

(The view of the water from this parking lot is considered an issue under the SMP
guidelines in item 9 of the Hearing Examiner’s Findings of Facts in the case cited above.
Pedestrians cut through it day and night; people sit in their cars and admire the view from
lots like this before they get out and shop.)

2. Views of the dome from the sidewalk by the SE corner of the bridge, and other similar
views in this area from the north side of 4th Avenue, from the parking lot shown (which
would remain under current zoning), and from the north-south boardwalk by Bayview.
Blocking these views is held to be inconsistent with the Comprehensive Plan and with the
Shoreline Master Program in Sections 3, and 11-16 of the Conclusions of Law in the
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Hearing Examiner’s Decision in Case 99-3285, which are included here by reference,
along with the Findings of Facts and evidence supporting that holding, as well as the
various legal provisions about view protection set out in Ex. 9 there.) The following page
shows an photograph from that sidewalk:

3. Views from the ”Eastern Washington Butte” feature in Heritage Park. (It’s the
symbolic grassy knoll whose only practical function seems to be to offer walkers the
bench on top on which to sit and admire the available views, including the one to the
north of the Sound and the mountains when the weather’s right.)
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4. The view from the front door of the Olympia Yacht Club (where the dome is visible
for similar reasons - thanks to the view corridor provided by the open space above
surface parking next to the Capitol Center building).
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5. Another view through this same corridor – a very pretty one from the Percival Landing
Boardwalk behind the yacht club, at the place where people come up the ramp from the
docks at the yacht club and through the gate.
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6. And views from Bayview’s very busy front door, parking lot, and the sidewalks on
both sides of 4th which would also continue to be available to the public, thanks to the
additional surface parking that would be required on the east side of the Capitol Shores
project, and that would preserve the view corridor currently provided by the sidewalk and
Yashiro Street (which is now vacated).
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Obviously, exactly where such corridors developed or disappeared in the future under the
current zoning would depend on later design decisions about projects in addition to
Capitol Shores. The fundamental point is that having three story buildings requires
surface parking economically, and surface parking preserves very significant view
corridors for the public.

Besides the merely rhetorical claims in Triway’s arguments about the visual comparisons
presented in Section 11 of the application, the company also repeatedly argues that
"Pedestrian level views are not obscured as view corridors along cross-streets and
pedestrian streets are still available and no different than with a 35' - 41' project." On this
argument, the view up a residential street in Olympia is no different than the view up a
street the same width in Manhattan. More importantly, the claim’s profoundly misleading
because it omits any discussion of the difference caused by the disappearance of the
actual and potential view corridors implied by having something like 40% of the land in
surface parking. Triway’s conclusions actually also just glance at the point I've stressed
about this, claiming "Other street view corridors can be created and defined through the
design and construction of buildings within sites on the isthmus." As I've argued above,
this is a really important fact while the zoning's at 35 feet and surface parking's
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financially inescapable. But it's sophistical with tall zoning - one of the fundamental
reasons for wanting that is so it will be financially feasible to build right out to the
sidewalks...

Effects on views of Mt. Rainier

Uncooperative weather and my software limts have prevented me from showing them
persuasively here, but think that views of Mt. Rainier from areas in the vicinity of this
photograh will also be impacted by the rezone. (It was taken from the sidewalk on the
east side of Olympic Way/Ave, adjacent to the uphill vehicle lanes, at a point just slightly
uphill from the lower of the 2 roundabouts, 20-25 feet north of the northerly crosswalk
associated with that roundabout.

                                                  
1My June 30 Comments on the Draft SEIS include the following on p. 7-8: “This set of
pictures should include similar photos from a boat on the other side of the inlet, from
areas where the view of the dome clearly will be blocked by Triway's project.” My July 3
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email expands on this objection as follows:

“I'm also including a sample of the sort of photo that our testimony refers to
when it says that we think that staff should include images from the water on the
other side of the yacht club in the Draft SEIS, to balance the sequence of three
there now (pp. 7-7, 7-8). Those are all essentially from exactly the same point of
view (though at different distances from the shore) - well to the left of the
property now proposed for the rezone (since staff and the applicant now agree
that the city's parcels don't belong in it).

As you can see from this photo, boats over on the bridge side of the yacht club
(that is, on the side of the actual parcels at stake) do have a quite spectacular
view of the dome which would be totally obscured by the rezone and Triway's
project if they were approved. Though the images may well just have been
charitably intended to give hard-working readers a break by this point in the
SEIS, and the draft certainly doesn't draw any conclusions from them in the text
or even mention them, we think that having these three photographs does
suggest to viewers that the rezone won't really create any problems for views
from the water, and that's clearly not the case.


